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Fenton's Creamery 

"Sweet Escape"

Fenton's has been an Oakland institution for over 100 years, serving up

homemade ice cream and deluxe toppings, along with all your classic

American diner favorites. You can always get a juicy burger with fries, or

cranberry turkey sandwich, but the real draw are the sweets. Fenton's

serves up everything from your basic flavored ice cream cone to a super-

deluxe sundae or an incredible milkshake. Besides high quality ice cream,

the toppings are a huge favorite here, especially the marshmallow sauce.

 +1 510 658 7000  www.fentonscreamery.com/  4226 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland CA
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Bakesale Betty 

"Delicious Baked Goods from Blue-Haired

Betty"

Already an institution in the East Bay, Bakesale Betty has local families,

hipsters, and sweet teeth forming a line out the door for delicious baked

goods. Everything tastes great, but the words you'll hear coming from the

lips of everybody waiting are "fried chicken sandwich." The unbelievably

filling sandwich is piled high with delicious fried chicken covered with a

faintly spicy, not at all soggy jalapeno coleslaw. Other favorites are the

carrot cake cupcakes, the strawberry shortcake, and the bake-at-home

chicken pot pies. The staff, including Betty, the eponymous owner (you

can spot her by the blue wig), are all friendly and more than willing to

make recommendations to newcomers. Don't let a long line put you off-

they usually move fast, and people waiting to order get free cookies and

lemonade. No seating inside can be a problem, but outside are stools and

ironing boards serving as makeshift tables. Stop by and see what all the

fuss is about.

 +1 510 985 1213  5098 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland CA
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Lois the Pie Queen 

"Great Down-home Cooking"

When Lois the Pie Queen hit its 50th anniversary, it was celebrated at the

Oakland Museum of California. That is how truly beloved this East Bay

eatery is. It is dedicated to old-fashioned southern cooking and treating

the clientele at its diner-style establishment like family. There are not

many other places north of the Mason-Dixon line, or south for that matter,

that offer authentic black-eyed peas or Lemon Icebox Pie. If you have

never had grits and eggs before, there is no better place to sample them.

 +1 510 658 5616  loisthepiequeen.com/  piequeen53@gmail.com  851 60th Street, Emeryville

CA
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